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your starter relay I would also check the main relay. Both my 88 DX and my 91Si left me with
no-start problems and I had to replace it. It is located inside the car behind your driver's side
kick panel. Also a jump start would not help if your starter relay is bad. Because that only gives
your system the power to crank the starter. Your car still wouldn't start if the starter relay was
bad. The starter and relay is located on the firewall side of the engine block, adjacent to the
flywheel or torque converter housing. It located in the engine bay. You will have a small black
block with fuses and relays in it. You will find the starter relay there. You may also want to
check the Neutral safety switch and see if this may be causing your intermittent no start issue.
Trending News. Scalise says Biden is president, but there's a catch. Fans mad that joke singers
made it through on 'Idol'. Supreme Court delivers blow to Trump with tax ruling. Deion Sanders
says his office robbed while he coached. Dylan Farrow says Woody Allen 'was always hunting
me'. Eyewitnesses recall horror of Denver airplane incident. UCLA gymnast tearful as music
superstar reaches out. Kate Winslet: Weight jibes were 'straight-up cruel'. Before he stormed
Capitol, student's tweets raised alarm. Answer Save. Source s : Honda-tech. The starter and
relay is located on the firewall side of the engine block, adjacent to the flywheel or torque
converter housing also check your wires on the battery if it starts with a jump its not the relay it
will be a loose wire on the battery just take the battery cables off the battery and clean them
also cheak all wires after the battery next to the fuse block under the hood. Still have
questions? Get your answers by asking now. The Honda Civic, as with most modern cars, uses
a clutch interlock switch that is similar to the neutral-safety switch on cars with automatic
transmissions. Where a neutral-safety switch prevents the engine from starting unless the
shifter is in Park or Neutral, the clutch interlock prevents the engine from starting unless the
clutch is pushed in. If your Civic will not start when you push in the clutch, the switch may be
bad. You can check the switch with an inexpensive test light in just a few minutes. Park the
Civic on a level, paved surface and set the parking brake. Shift the transmission into Neutral.
Slide the driver's seat all the way back because you are going to have to lay on the floorboard
so you can reach the interlock switch which is mounted on the top of the clutch pedal. Move
under the dash and find the interlock switch mounted on the top of the clutch pedal. It has two
wires running to it. Clip the wire on the test light to a good ground. Insert the probe end of the
test light into the back of the switch. Have an assistant turn the key to the "Start" position.
While you insert the probe end of the test light into the back of the switch and touch the wires,

one at a time. One wire will illuminate the test light, and the other will not. If nether illuminates
the test light, the problem is elsewhere. Push in on the clutch pedal while your assistant turns
the key to the "Start" position. Test the wires again. If only one wire illuminates the test light,
the switch is bad. If both wires illuminate, then the problem is elsewhere. Robert Bayly, based in
Apple Valley, California, began writing in , his "how to" articles can be found on eHow. With
more than 15 years in the auto industry, Bayly has been an auto and diesel mechanic, service
writer and parts manager. He received certificates from Pontiac parts system , Cat Diesel engine
service , Saab and Fiat parts- warranty system. Step 1 Park the Civic on a level, paved surface
and set the parking brake. Step 2 Move under the dash and find the interlock switch mounted on
the top of the clutch pedal. Step 3 Have an assistant turn the key to the "Start" position. Things
You'll Need Test light. Starting problems in your Honda Civic can be frustrating to diagnose.
When starting your engine, the starter, ignition system, fuel system and engine control
computer must all work in harmony for the engine to fire. A malfunction in even one of the
minor components in one of these systems can leave you stranded. If the starter doesn't turn
over when you turn the key, begin by examining the connections between the positive and
negative battery cables and the battery terminals. Over time corrosion can develop between the
cable ends and the battery terminal. If any is present it must be cleaned with a battery brush.
Also tighten the retaining bolts that secure the cables to the battery terminals. Try turning on
the headlights. If they seem dimmer than normal the battery needs to be charged. In addition to
checking the battery terminals and headlight brightness as described above, examine the
negative battery cable's connection to the vehicle's body. If the retaining bolt is loose, tighten it,
and if there is corrosion, clean it with a wire brush. Also check that the electrical wires
connected to the starter are securely fastened. If none of the above resolves the problem,
remove the starter and take it to an auto parts store to be tested. Replace as necessary. Turn on
the headlights and check for a dead battery. Begin by making the sure the bolts that secure the
starter to the engine block are tight. If that is not the problem, remove the starter and examine
the teeth on both the starter gear and the flex plate. Begin by checking to make sure there is
fuel in the tank. If the fuel gauge or sending unit is malfunctioning, it may appear that there is
gas in the tank when it is in fact empty. Remove the spark plugs disconnect only one plug wire
at a time to avoid mixing up the firing order and check to see if the plugs are fouled or damaged.
Check the spark plug gap using a gap gauge. If the engine fires but will not run, it could be a
result of vacuum leaks at the intake manifold. Tighten the bolts that connect the carburetor or
throttle body to the intake manifold and the bolts that connect the intake manifold to the engine.
On carbureted engines you can test if fuel is reaching the carburetor by disconnecting the fuel
line at the carburetor and placing it into a fuel container. Have someone crank the engine while
you look to see if fuel is coming out of the line. The fuel lines on fuel injected vehicles operate
under intense pressure. Fuel pressure tests on fuel injected vehicles are best left to
professional mechanics. Jeffrey Caldwell has been a freelance writer for over five months and
has published over articles on websites like eHow and Trails. Caldwell writes articles on a wide
range of topics including travel, camping and automotive mechanics. Engine Fires But Does Not
Run If the engine fires but will not run, it could be a result of vacuum leaks at the intake
manifold. Filter your results by entering your Year, Make, Model to ensure you find the parts that
fit your vehicle. A starter is an electric motor that engages your flexplate to spin your engine on
startup. It includes a bendix, which is a spinning shaft that only extends when starting to mesh
the starter gear with the flexplate or flywheel. Many starters also have a built-in solenoid that
sends voltage to the starter when the key is turned. The starter or starter solenoid may wear out
over time due to heat or contaminants. If you hear clicking but your engine won't turn over, it
could be a weak starter motor, or your battery may be dead. If the starter spins but the motor
does not, the bendix may not be engaging fully. In either case, the starter should be replaced.
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Pocket. Shop for Honda Civic Parts. Other Popular Honda Civic Accessories. When Honda Civic
was first introduced in , it was a two-door model then a three-door hatchback was added. Up to
today, it has been through ten generations. Before the ninth generation Honda Civic was
launched in the North American market in April , its concept version had been unveiled at the
North American International Auto Show. Honda Civic got several engine options ranging from
1. Then the tenth generation present sedan got unveiled on Youtube in , Civic coupe was
released at the Los Angeles Auto Show and Civic hatchback debuted at Paris Motor Show. New
Honda Civic features a new fastback exterior design with the rear C-Pillar flowing into the
tailgate. Si and Type-R are available. Honda Civic now is powered by 1. Japanese automakers
are always famous for high quality and precise engineering. However, no matter how tough
Honda Civic is, it could not withstand natural beat, problems as following would appear on it:
First, transmission failure. Lots of Honda Civic drivers have reported this problem at the car
repair statistics site CarComplaint. They told that and Civic is the main victim. Difficulty in
shifting, clutch slippage, starting in another gear or not going into gear at all even grinding
noises coming from underneath the vehicle happen often. If the indicator in your Honda Civic
does not match the gear and the vehicle could not be turned off, please make sure if the transfer
case seal, automatic transmission filter and clutch disc. Second, cracked engine block. This is
the second most complained problem about Honda Civic. This is obviously an engine problem
and will manifest as steam coming from under the hood, leaking coolant resulting in poor
engine performance as rough running and decrease in power and acceleration. Hard starting or
inability to start often troubled them as well. Once Check Engine Light and Low Coolant light
come on in your Honda Civic, water pump, radiator hose, valve cover gasket and air filter de
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serve a thorough inspection. However, you need painstaking work to keep or restore your
Honda Civic in best shape. Some auto parts are more vulnerable while others could last as long
as its lifespan in your Honda Civic. In order to save you time and energy in routine maintenance,
you need to focus on these auto parts first. Wiper blade tends to wear and tear easily owing to
its rubber material and harsh working environment, you are advised to replace it at least every
six months. Other parts such as cabin air filter, emblem, headlight and fog light and so on also
should get maintained regularly. What a coincidence that our website happens to own a wide
selection of genuine Honda Civic parts at the lowest price online. Backed by the manufacturer's
warranty, these OEM Civic parts can get returned without hassle and get delivered at the fastest
delivered to your door step. So start your shopping now! Select Year for Honda Civic Parts. Our
Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service.

